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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES- ------- Cong., ------ Sess. 
s. __________________________ _ 
HR. 
(or Treaty. ________________________ ) 
• ------------------------ SHORT TITLE 
(title) -------------------------------------------------------------------------------:__ ___ _ 
-----------------
( ) Ref erred to the Committee on -----------
and ordered to be printed 
( ) Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed 
( INTE:t:-i""DED to be proposed by-------------------------------------------------------
Viz: 
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C(~ of the funds appropriated under this 
3 Act may be used by the National Endowment for the Arts 
4 to promote, distribute, disseminate, or produce materials 
0 .•. 
5 that depict or describe, in a patently offensive way, sexual 
6 or excretory activities or organs.''. 
